Airport Systems
Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX)

Key decisions require
direct access to realtime operational
data

Optimize airport management and growth - all the insights
on airport resources and flight schedules, now in one place.
•
•
•
•
•

Optimizing airport resources and maximizing revenue is a difficult task
Arrival and departure delays lead to unhappy passengers and negative press
Manual planning cannot keep up with fast paced changes or scaling operations
Decision making suffers with no single source of operational information
Every second of delay is money and time lost

If you’re a senior executive at a small to medium-sized airport and facing any one of these problems, look no further than Airport Systems
Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX).
The cloud-based software as a service (SaaS) AS-RMSX takes the most powerful features from our industry-leading AS-Resource Manager
and packages them as a low-cost, quick set-up solution that delivers a unified view of assets – gates, stands and baggage reclaim stations.
The real-time, intelligent resource management solution helps airport and airline leadership make the right decisions by providing an
accurate and holistic view of flight operations and airport resource allocation.

The data you need to drive board room decision making
Reports that get you the stats and facts:
• Resource utilization
• On-time performance
Integrate with your current reporting software:
• QlikView
• Tableau
• SQL server reporting services
Integrate with your aeronautical billing system

Budget friendly
Affordable monthly SaaS subscription fee instead
of a capital expense.

Deploy in the Cloud or host on-site
You choose. Either way you get a turnkey solution
that includes online training and 24/7 support.

Get set up quick
Online setup and configuration in the AWS Cloud
gives you a fully operating platform in days with
the option to scale as you grow.

Airport Systems
Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX)

A single source of
operational information
Flight and resource planning management for small
and medium-sized airports
• Reduce delays and disruptions to deliver a better
passenger experience.

• • QUICK SETUP
• • CLOUD BASED
• • SOFTWARE AS
A SERVICE
• • SCALABLE
• • LOW COST

• Enrich quarterly and annual reports with real-time
operational data.
• Use historical data to paint an operational picture
for your executive team, board members, nonoperational staff and the community.
• Get insights regarding patterns related to conflicts,
delays/cancellations and growth opportunities.
• Share canned reports with useful metrics like gate
and stand usage, or integrate with third-party
reporting.
• Share view-only pages and reports with nonoperational staff to increase situational awareness.

AS-RMSX

A simpler way to tackle operational
complexity for real-time, intelligent
airport resource management and
growth.
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